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Paw prints pave
path to campus
Sarah Lohman
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Although big paw prints have
shown up on several Carbondale
streets, a giant Saluki isn’t responsible
for them – but the real cause is under
wraps.
Saluki Pride committee chair-

man George Sheffer said the prints
— which began popping up July 15 —
are a collaboration of several groups.
People ranging from SIU President
Glenn Poshard to Illinois Department
Of Transportation assistant secretary
David Phelps have cooperated with
the committee to make the project a
reality.
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Saluki paw prints were painted on Carbondale streets beginning July 15. The group responsible is
keeping the purpose a secret until students return for the fall semester.
The group is part of the Carbondale
Chamber of Commerce and is dedicated to help retain and recruit students to SIUC.
The paw prints trail from Giant
City road to Grand Avenue and Mill

LLICIT
ILLUSTRATIONS

Street, and up and down Lincoln
Drive on SIUC’s campus.
But Sheffer said the project isn’t
finished and details behind it won’t
be unveiled until some time in late
August. He said more prints can be

expected, but was tight-lipped about
their purpose. Mayor Brad Cole didn’t
have much to say either, except that he
thought the prints were eye-catching.
See PAWS, Page 10

Departments to teach
telephone etiquitte
Jakina Hill
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Student workers recently learned
what the song “Mony Mony” has to
do with answering the telephone.
Departments have been instructed by the Center for Workforce
Learning and Development to have
student workers undergo telephone
etiquette training in preparation for
the return of students in the fall.
The manual offers suggestions
that include which songs to play to
help energize the listener or measure

his or her accomplishments.
When training for the telephone
etiquette program began, a manual
for trainees to follow did not exist. In
turn, Mary Anne Osborne, a senior
professional of human resources for
the center, stepped up and created
the telephone etiquette handbook.
Osborne teaches the labor and
employee relations, workforce learning and development courses, including the course “Telephone Etiquette:
Customer Service Begins Here.”
See PHONE, Page 10
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Graffiti adorns the alley behind Saluki Central on the strip.

City, business owners struggle with graffiti
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Alesia Lipe is out of ideas.
Lipe, manager of Saluki Central, said
graffiti artists have targeted the clothing
shop’s building so many times recently that
the store has finally employed its last line of
defense against further “tagging.”
“Now we’ve left it — it’s just easier,” Lipe
said, referring to the building she said has
been vandalized six to 10 times in the last
five years. “I know that sounds weird, but it’s
like, because we left their artwork up there,
they’ve finally left us alone.”
Carbondale’s sidewalks, trash bins and
businesses are frequently the canvas for graffiti artists, who paint designs that range from
the words “moist” and “trash” to caricatures
of Mayor Brad Cole.

While the city takes measures to prevent vandalism and encourage its cleanup,
Building and Neighborhood Services manager Tom Grant said there is no simple
solution to the problem. A city ordinance
requires property owners to remove graffiti
from their property within seven days of a
city notice, but Grant said the law is loosely
enforced.
“We’ve not taken a really harsh stance on
graffiti, except to try to catch the perpetrator, which is very difficult to do,” Grant
said.
A Carbondale man was convicted earlier
this year of a crime relating to an incident in
which the city was blanketed with the words
“moist” and “trash.”
Remnants of the incident still remain
on the glass doors and windows of the old
Varsity Theatre.

SEE GRAFFITI, PAGE 5

Nick Zell, left, a junior at the University of Colorado-Boulder
studying anthropology, and Chris Doyle, right, a senior from
Georgia Tech studying business management, place the final
piece on the dock that was built at Touch of Nature by the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity last Friday morning. The fraternity has run the Build
America summer program for the last five years.

Fraternity makes
nature accessible
David Lopez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

For parents of children with disabilities who have always wanted to
partake the bonding experience of
fishing, a new addition to the Touch
of Nature Environmental Center may
help them get their wish.
The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
recently finished building a new
wheelchair-accessible fishing dock on
the Nature Center Pond located in the

heart of SIUC’s outdoor recreation
center. The dock, which features a five
degree inclined ramp and guardrails,
was built in four days as part of the
fraternity’s Build America project.
Camp Little Giants is the fourth
camp visited by the fraternity on its
six-week service tour. Other stops
include Camp Barnabas in Purdy, Mo.,
and Camp Cheerful in Strongsville,
Ohio.
See BUILD, Page 5
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Liquor proposal gets second chance

CALENDAR

Division of Continuing
Education

The Carbondale City Council is set to vote tonight in a special meeting on whether to
give sole control of liquor licensing to the mayor.
Mayor Brad Cole proposed the change in June and the Council tabled the issue at
its regular meeting July 17. At the meeting Cole said he would consider calling a special
meeting to deal with the issue.
The Council now serves as the Local Liquor Control Commission, but it would forfeit
that role if the resolution passes.
Cole has touted the change as a way to streamline the process of distributing liquor
licenses and enforcing the liquor code, but many in the community have voiced concerns
about government accountability and transparency.
If the resolution passes, liquor license applications would go first to the Liquor Advisory
Board and then to the mayor. The mayor appoints all seven members of the advisory
board with the consent of the Council.
The proposal also includes a $9,000 pay raise for the mayor, but due to state law that
raise would not take effect until the next mayoral term begins in 2011.
The meeting will be held at 7 p.m. at City Hall.

•Individualized learning program offers
extended testing hours for:
•July 25 – July 27 and July 30 – Aug. 3
•The last available time to schedule is 5:30
p.m.
•To schedule testing please call 536-7751.

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

POLICE REPORTS

NEWS BRIEFS

There are no items to report.

Blagojevich signs FutureGen incentive bill

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

FARMERSVILLE, Ill. (AP) — Governor Rod Blagojevich has signed a package of
economic incentives meant to bring the cutting-edge, coal-powered plant known as
FutureGen to Illinois.
The $1.5 billion project will minimize air pollution by storing emissions underground.
During a stop in Farmersville, Blagojevich touted Illinois’ efforts to be a national
leader in clean coal technology. He says that’s what FutureGen is all about and why
it belongs in Illinois.
Developers are considering sites in Mattoon and Tuscola, as well as two in Texas.
A decision is expected in November.
Illinois is offering $82 million worth of incentives to FutureGen developers. The
package also protects the project from liability due to accidents.

University of Illinois sets Global Campus tuition

CHICAGO (AP) — University of Illinois trustees set tuition rates for the first degrees
to be offered by the new Global Campus. Trustees also loaned the online university
more than $6 million.
The new virtual campus is expected to open in January. The first degrees are
expected to be a bachelor of science in nursing and a master’s of education.
Trustees set in-state tuition for the nursing program at more than $18,000. That’s
50 percent more than the tuition for a traditional nursing degree at Illinois.
In-state tuition for the master’s degree will be almost $14,000. That is about 20
percent less than its traditional counterpart.
The Global Campus will have to start paying back the loan in 2001.

CPS teacher evaluation system needs reform

CHICAGO (AP) — The system used by Chicago Public Schools to evaluate teachers is flawed and should be overhauled to better reflect performance, a new report
says.
The report by the New York-based The New Teacher Project is based on employee
and hiring data gathered over four years ending in 2006. With 623 schools, CPS is the
country’s third-largest school system.
“This system doesn’t have any teeth and is not useful,” said Tim Daly, president of
The New Teacher Project.
Schools chief Arne Duncan agreed.
“The teacher evaluation system here is absolutely broken,” Duncan said. “It needs
a dramatic overhaul.”
The New Teacher Project’s study found that very few teachers – even those at the
worst-performing schools – received “unsatisfactory” ratings, the lowest available.
About 93 percent of teachers were rated either “superior” or “excellent,” the top two
rankings.
Meanwhile, 56 percent of CPS principals admitted inflating a teacher’s rating at
least once. Many blamed an ineffective evaluation form, while others said a union
contract hinders their ability to lower a rating.
The report suggests student academic achievement should be used to measure
teacher performance.
Chicago Teachers Union President Marilyn Stewart said in a statement that a joint
committee of the union and the district is “rethinking” the evaluation form.
Reform efforts are already under way, officials said, pointing to a pilot program
that offers salary bonuses to teachers and others that are linked to student performance.

Winfrey’s comment called ‘fiercely bad manners’

DALLAS (AP) — The editor and publisher of James Frey’s disputed memoir, “A
Million Little Pieces,” hasn’t had her last word yet on Oprah Winfrey’s nationally televised pillorying of the author.
The book was a best-seller after Winfrey chose it for her book club in fall 2005. Frey
later acknowledged that the memoir contained many fictitious episodes, and Winfrey,
who initially defended the author, denounced him in person on her TV show.
Nan A. Talese was with Frey on that show. At a session of a nonfiction writers’ conference in Dallas on Saturday, she accused Winfrey of “fiercely bad manners” and said
she would have done nothing differently in how she handled Frey’s manuscript.
“I’m afraid I’m unapologetic of the whole thing. And the only person who should
be apologetic is Oprah Winfrey,” Talese said, according to The Dallas Morning News.
As for Frey’s use of fictitious elements in his ostensibly factual account of addiction and recovery, Talese said: “When someone starts out and says, `I have been an
alcoholic. I have lied. I have cheated.’ ... You do not think this is going to be the New
Testament.”
A judge approved a tentative settlement in May, calling for the publishing company Random House and Frey to refund $2.35 million to those who bought his book
before his appearance on Winfrey’s Chicago-based show.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
93°

WEDNESDAY
High
96°

THURSDAY
High
95°

FRIDAY
High
91°

SATURDAY
High
92°

SUNDAY
High
90°

MONDAY
High
94°

Low
62°

Low
66°

Low
65°

Low
67°

Low
69°

Low
72°

Low
69°

Sunny most of
the day and hot

Mostly sunny
and very hot

Hot with
episodes of
sunshine

Mostly sunny
and humid

Humid with
clouds and sun

Partly sunny
and humid

Mostly sunny,
hot and humid

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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Gloria Bode says we also watched ‘No
Reservations’. Check out the review online.
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Lots of laughs from cartoon family
Alicia Wade
DAILY EGYPTIAN

“The Simpsons Movie”
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Dan Castellaneta, Julie Kavner,
Nancy Cartwright,Yeardley Smith,
Harry Shearer, Hank Azaria
Directed by David Silverman
Runtime: 87 min.
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Greeted with a larger-than-life version of
the “Itchy and Scratchy Movie,” the cartoon
audience in “The Simpsons Movie” settles
in for a big screen thrill created from a small
screen success.
As the final violent gags between cat and
mouse play out, Homer Simpson (voiced by
Dan Castellaneta) stands up and shouts about
how stupid the movie is and why would anyone
pay to see something in a movie theater they
can see for free on television?
Well, in the case of “The Simpsons Movie,”
people will pay because it’s actually really
funny.
Earning $168 million in its opening weekend, the longest-running primetime animated
television show seamlessly transitions from a 30
minute plot to an almost 90 minute movie.
Springfield finds itself in a terrible economic situation in which Lake Springfield is
polluted almost beyond saving. Spearheaded by
8-year-old Lisa Simpson (Yeardley Smith), the
town cleans up the lake and finds nothing else
can be dumped in the water or else the com-

PROVIDED P HOTO

munity faces being an eco-disaster.
But the warnings don’t stop Homer from
dumping his newly-acquired pet pig’s droppings into the lake, and Springfield finds itself
inside a glass dome dropped over the city by
the EPA, fighting for survival all because of the
famously flawed father.
“The Simpsons Movie” certainly doesn’t
pack the same kind of laughs “The Simpsons”
television show 10 years ago did. It is definitely
similar to the episodes airing currently, where
comedy is offbeat and storylines have moved
into the area of simply not repeating what the
series has already done.
There aren’t any creative songs about monorails or musical versions of “Planet of the Apes.”

I know who sucks
Devin Vaughn
DAILY EGYPTIAN

“I Know Who Killed Me”
Rated: R
Starring: Lindsay Lohan
Directed by Chris Sivertson
Runtime: 105 min
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With Lindsay Lohan’s recent drug and
alcohol-related arrest, one must really call
into question the state of mind she was in
when she agreed to star in “I Know Who
Killed Me,” because it is hard to imagine
anyone thinking this movie would be a good
idea without the help of a healthy dosage of
any number of controlled substances.
“I Know Who Killed Me” is a horrorporn thriller centered on a case of abduction, torture, stigmata, pole-dancing and
mistaken identity. To go into any further
description of the plot would be inappropriate, seeing as the screenwriter, Jeffrey
Hammond, does not seem to have put much
effort into writing it.
The majority of the film, drenched in
the painfully self-aware color scheme of
blue and red, cuts back and forth between
sequences of Lindsay Lohan being tortured
and sequences of her pole-dancing. In both
cases, audience members are likely to feel
nauseated, but the latter sequences may
cause some serious audience fears of con-

tracting an STD just from watching Lohan
get down and dirty on the stripper pole.
But seriously –– “I Know Who Killed
Me” is deserving of at least three awards.
The first is for the most awkward (and
pointless) sexual stare-down in cinematic
history, which involves Lohan, a beefy landscaper and a suggestively held tree limb.
The second is for the most ridiculous
personal philosophy ever written by a
Hollywood screenwriter: “People get cut.
That’s life.”
And lastly, one cannot forget the most
unintentionally hilarious usage of robotic
replacement limbs. That’s right –– Lohan
receives robotic limbs that give her superhuman strength! This comes in handy when
she must fight off her captor, a man who
could pass for a member of the Blue Man
Group.
It’s not so much that “I Know Who
Killed Me” is bad –– that would be a
criminally serious understatement. This
film transcends all levels of what can be
described as bad. It somehow achieves a
yet un-reached level of grandeur through
its narrative ineptitude and second-rate
theatrics. One cannot help but marvel at
its lapses in logic, good taste and coherent
storytelling.
What audiences are left with is a journey
into the heart of the human capacity for
terrible writing, laughable acting and derivational directing — while district attorneys
in California are left with a nice bit of evidence to support any past and present drug
charges against Lohan.
Devin Vaughn can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 275 or
dvaughn@siude.com.

Much of the original subtlety is lost, but a show
that has been in primetime for nearly 20 years
tends to get a pass in that category when it
finally makes the jump to the silver screen.
Some of the included laughs in the film are
still scathing commentaries, as in one scene in
the Simpson’s church where Grandpa Simpson
has a holy vision and begins rolling in the aisles
warning Springfield of impending doom.
Acting quickly, Homer turns to a copy
of the Bible, flips through the pages frantically and shouts, “This book doesn’t have any
answers!”
The film doesn’t fall into the trap of betraying every joke in its trailer. In fact the best material and surprises are saved for the big screen.

But “The Simpsons Movie” isn’t all laughs.
In fact for the most part a familial message is
spread, as Homer’s son Bart loses faith in his
dad after so many failures and looks to neighbor Ned Flanders for a father figure. Homer’s
flaws also leave wife Marge wondering whether her marriage is worth all of her troubles.
The success of “The Simpsons Movie”
goes to show some things only get better with
time. While the TV show may have outlived
its golden years, America’s favorite yellowskinned cartoon family still has a lot of laughs
to give.
Alicia Wade can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 275 or
awade@siude.com.

Bogey on the 18th hole
Justin Leverett
DAILY EGYPTIAN

“Who’s Your Caddy?”
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Antwan “Big Boi” Patton,
Jeffrey Jones
Directed by Don Michael Paul
Runtime: 93 Minutes
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The movie poster for “Who’s Your Caddy?”
boldly exclaims the innovative and transcendent
premise of, “This summer, it’s the street vs. the
elite!”
A pimped-out golf cart packed to the brim
with a smiling posse barrels onto the green,
ready to take the game of golf somewhere it’s
never been — to the street. Score!
From the first glimpse of this poster, it’s
hard not to know what you’ll be getting into as
the movie starts rolling. “Who’s Your Caddy”
is a mindless comedy-standard romp, complete with Jeffrey Jones (Principal Rooney from
“Ferris Bueller’s Day Off ”) as Cummings, a
stuck-up country club owner whose life seems
to revolve around being mercilessly punished
for existing.
When Cummings is not spending his days
ignoring his over-tanned wife (Susan Ward) and
overfed son (Andy Milonakis), he passes time
refusing club membership to stars as diverse
as Bill Clinton and Al Sharpton. Wealthy
rap-mogul C-Note (Big Boi of Outkast fame)
decides he wants to join the club, bringing along
his cadre of paid mischief-makers to insure his
success.

The crew immediately infects the country
club with its good-natured immaturity and
hard-partying ways. The crew is not so much
‘street’ as it is entirely and unashamedly uninhibited. The enormous Faizon Love farts to
distract people from their golf swing, tackles
people off of horses in the middle of a polo
match and makes googly eyes at Cummings’
sex-craved wife while chewing a very large cigar.
He doesn’t have anything to do with the plot,
but gets nearly as much screen time as does the
doe-eyed Big Boi.
As the movie rolls along, the viewer is
treated to numerous MTV-style dance party
montages, a pair of hired ‘little people’ assassins
with a high-powered explosive device and a
sappy love story that never really goes anywhere.
The crew admires the “pimp cups” in the trophy case, teaches Milonakis to slap booty and
eventually sacks the tyrannical Cummings and
takes over the club. On the whole, the movie is
a forgettable and only mildly offensive summer
morsel.
Charges of racism are to be expected — but
in a movie like this, it hardly seems pertinent.
The well-meaning idiocy is so pervasive that any
perceived racism may hardly be taken seriously.
The movie looks like a battle between black and
white, but in reality it’s a battle between dumb
and dumber. Race is the last thing to worry
about in this sort of battle.
The film really boils down to the question,
“What happens if a bunch of uncivilized idiots
are given more money than is at all reasonable?” C-Note and his crew spend money
extravagantly mostly because they can — the
filmmakers spend money extravagantly mostly
because they can. In both cases, they wind up
empty and ignored.
Justin Leverett can be reached at 536- 3311 ext. 275
or justin_leverett@siude.com.
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AFGHANISTAN

Afghan official asks
Taliban for 2 more days
of talks for kidnapped
South Koreans

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — An Afghan
governor pleaded Monday with the Taliban
to extend a deadline for the lives of 22
South Koreans after militants warned the
Afghan government to release some of its
captured fighters or else hostages will die.
Marajudin Pathan, the governor of
Ghazni province where the South Koreans
went missing on July 19, said that authorities talked to the Taliban after they set the
Monday deadline and asked for two more
days of talks.
“Fortunately, they did not reject our
demand outright, but said that they need
to talk to their leaders,” Pathan said.
Taliban spokesman Qari Yousef Ahmadi
said Sunday the militant group had given
a list of 23 insurgent prisoners it wants
released and if they weren’t freed by noon
(3:30 a.m. EDT) Monday, some hostages
would be killed.

WASHINGTON

Specter advises
against perjury probe
until explaination

WASHINGTON (AP) — The top Republican
on the Senate Judiciary Committee is
advising — for now — against a perjury
investigation of Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales over his apparent misstatements
about warrantless spying.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., said he wanted to wait at least until a briefing Monday
by the Bush administration on classified
spy programs that could help him decide
whether Gonzales lied to Congress.
Last week, four Democrats on the
Senate Judiciary Committee asked Solicitor
General Paul Clement for the special probe
of Gonzales. The request came after FBI
Director Robert S. Mueller appeared to
contradict Gonzales’ statements about
internal administration dissent over the
president’s secretive wiretapping program.
Gonzales told that committee the program was not at issue when then-White
House counsel Gonzales made a dramatic
visit to Attorney General John Ashcroft’s
hospital room in 2004. Mueller, before the
House Judiciary Committee, said it was.

CALIFORNIA

Wildfire flares up in
national forest

BUELLTON, Calif. (AP) — A nearly
month-old wildfire that had appeared to
be standing still flared up over the weekend, burning 1,500 new acres and causing
an evacuation order for a dozen homes,
authorities said.
Warm and extremely dry conditions
allowed the fire to burn through old, heavy
trees in the Los Padres National Forest on
its uncontained southeast side.
The blaze had consumed about 33,500
acres, or 52 square miles, since it started July
4. It was 70 percent contained Sunday.
An evacuation order was issued for the
Peachtree Community, about 12 homes
spread over a wide area of the forest.
Smoke drifted over Santa Barbara more
than 40 miles away and was reported in
Bakersfield some 80 miles away, officials
said.

TEXAS

Cities start to file civil
suits against gangs

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — Fed up
with deadly drive-by shootings, incessant
drug dealing and graffiti, cities nationwide
are trying a different tactic to combat
gangs: They’re suing them.
Fort Worth and San Francisco are
among the latest to file lawsuits against
gang members, asking courts for injunctions barring them from hanging out
together on street corners, in cars or anywhere else in certain areas.
The injunctions are aimed at disrupting
gang activity before it can escalate. They
also give police legal reasons to stop and
question gang members, who often are
found with drugs or weapons, authorities
said. In some cases, they don’t allow gang
members to even talk to people passing in
cars or to carry spray paint.
“It is another tool,” said Kevin Rousseau,
a Tarrant County assistant prosecutor in
Fort Worth, which recently filed its first civil
injunction against a gang. “This is more of a
proactive approach.”
But critics say such lawsuits go too
far, limiting otherwise lawful activities and
unfairly targeting minority youth.

News

Abbas hopes to reach peace agreement
Karin Laub
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

R A M A LL A H , West Bank
— Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas said Thursday he hopes to
reach a full peace deal with Israel
within a year, after Israel’s prime
minister floated the idea of starting
with a joint declaration on the contours of a Palestinian state.
Abbas spoke to reporters after
telling an Israeli newspaper that
President Bush promised him he
would push hard to conclude a
Mideast agreement before he leaves
the White House in January 2009.
In the Gaza Strip, three Israeli
airstrikes killed five Palestinians,
including the military leader of
the Islamic Jihad there. Later, four
Islamic Jihad members were wounded in a firefight with Hamas forces
at the scene of one of the airstrikes,
following a dispute over items in the
targeted vehicle, witnesses said.
Also Thursday, Mohammed
Dahlan, a leader of Abbas’ vanquished forces in Gaza, said he
would resign as national security adviser, citing health reasons.
Dahlan was widely blamed for the
surprising collapse of the pro-Abbas
forces in five days of fighting that
ended with Hamas’ takeover of the
coastal Gaza strip last month.
A committee of inquiry
appointed by Abbas recommended
Thursday that 60 members of the
security forces face trial for their
poor performance in Gaza, said an
Abbas aide, Rafiq Husseini.
The Hamas takeover of Gaza
has spurred a flurry of diplomatic
activity, with the international community lining up behind Abbas and

D ION N ISSENBAUM ~ MCT

Palestinians ride a camel on the beach in Rafah, a border city near the Gaza Strip, last Thursday.
After taking over Gaza last month, Hamas is promoting a “new Gaza Strip” as “safe, clean and green.”
his West Bank-based government of
moderates.
On Thursday the government,
headed by Prime Minister Salam
Fayyad, approved a platform that
includes acceptance of all previous
peace deals with Israel. The Hamas
refusal to endorse the peace accords
and renounce violence led to an
international aid cutoff. The aid has
been restored to Fayyad’s government.
Bush is planning an international peace conference in the fall,
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice is arriving next week for more

House Democrats aim
to erase GOP changes
to Medicare program
David Espo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WA S H I N G T O N
—
House Democrats are launching a
drive this week to roll back years of
Republican changes to Medicare,
aiming to dramatically scale back
federal subsidies to HMOs that
cover millions of seniors.
The same legislation contains
several provisions to bolster traditional Medicare, sweetening the
payment system for doctors, promising free colon cancer screening
for all beneficiaries and injecting
new funding to defray costs for the
low-income.
Rep. Fortney (Pete) Stark, DCalif., the bill’s principal author,
dismissed Republican claims that
the measure would destroy the private Medicare plans that insure
eight million seniors. “It eliminates
the subsidy” that raises the government’s cost higher than it is under
traditional Medicare, he said. “If
they (HMOs) can’t make it at
100 percent of fee-for-service, they
obviously shouldn’t be in business.”
Ironically, in their first major
Medicare measure since taking
power in January, Democratic
House leaders call for relatively few
changes in a controversial, standalone prescription drug program
now in its second year.
Despite repeated complaints
that pharmaceutical companies are
favored over patients, the legislation as drafted does not narrow a

gap in coverage known as a donut
hole.
The Medicare provisions are
largely overshadowed by other elements in the measure that would
expand a federal program of health
care coverage for lower-income
children. A vote is scheduled later
in the week.
President Bush has threatened
to veto a less sweeping children’s
health bill in the Senate. And the
two issues combined — coverage for children and for seniors
— reflect the deep health care
divide between Democrats, who
generally favor greater government
involvement in health care, and
Republicans, who promote private
alternatives.
In the case of Medicare,
Republicans have long favored
encouraging insurance companies
to offer coverage to seniors, often
with benefits unavailable in the traditional government-run program.
According to the government’s most recent statistics, more
than 8 million beneficiaries are
enrolled in these managed care
programs, or about 18 percent of
the total Medicare population.
Congressional experts predict the
total will reach 22 percent by next
year.
Largely as a result of legislation
enacted while Republicans controlled Congress, the government
pays an estimated $112 per recipient in managed care for every $100
it pays for traditional coverage.

talks with the Israeli and Palestinian
leaders and former British Prime
Minister Tony Blair is settling in as
the international Mideast envoy.
Abbas was quoted Thursday by
the Israeli daily Maariv — and the
comments were later confirmed by
his aides — that Bush and Rice told
him they’d work hard for a final
peace deal within a year.
“The Americans are determined
to push the sides to reach a peace
agreement during President Bush’s
current term,” Abbas was quoted as
saying. “I heard this with my own
ears from the president himself and

from Secretary of State Rice.”
Asked Thursday about the U.S.
assurances, Abbas was evasive, but
said “We hope to have a comprehensive peace with the Israelis
within a year or even less than
that.”
Yossi Beilin, leader of Israel’s
dovish Meretz Party, said Abbas
told him Thursday that he wants to
move quickly toward a final peace
deal. “If there is an opportunity
now, then it’s better to go for the
whole thing than a declaration of
principles,” Beilin quoted Abbas as
saying.

Japan’s opposition
party demands prime
minister’s resignation
Hiroko Tabuchi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOKYO — Fresh off a spectacular election win, Japan’s opposition
on Monday demanded that Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe resign, opposed
his support of U.S. foreign policy and
promised to gain leadership of the
world’s second-largest economy.
A defiant Abe clung to his job
despite Sunday’s humiliating loss in
parliamentary elections, warning of a
political vacuum if he were to quit and
instead announcing he would make
changes soon in his scandal-riddled
Cabinet.
“I cannot run away now,” Abe told
reporters as he dismissed mounting
public pressure to step down for losing the majority in parliament’s upper
house. “We cannot afford a political
vacuum.”
However, the ruling party’s No.
2 man, Secretary-General Hidenao
Nakagawa, did announce that he
would resign.
On Sunday, voters stripped the
ruling Liberal Democratic Party and
its junior coalition partner of their
majority in parliament’s 242-seat body
upper chamber. The main opposition
Democratic Party of Japan became
the No. 1 party in the upper house
— heralding an era of political deadlock with the Liberal Democratic
Party, which remains in control of the
lower house.
The Democratic Party of Japan
was quick to assert its newfound clout,
ridiculing Abe’s decision to stay on as

prime minister and questioning some
of his most basic policies.
“It’s clear that the nation has given
Mr. Abe a clear ‘no.’ How he can
ignore that is absolutely baffling,” acting party chief Naoto Kan said in a
televised debate. He spoke on behalf
of party leader Ichiro Ozawa, who was
recovering from a cold.
“The public has given us a mandate,” Kan said. “We will see in lower
house elections which party they want
in power.”
Another opposition party leader,
Yukio Hatoyama, said the Democratic
Party of Japan would oppose extending Japan’s naval mission to support
U.S.-led operations in Afghanistan.
The Japanese navy has provided fuel
for coalition warships in the Indian
Ocean since 2001; the current mission
expires in November.
“We have always been fundamentally opposed to extending,” Hatoyama
said. “The upper house elections have
shown the country agrees, and so we
will be expected to keep that line.”
The Indian Ocean mission has
been part of Tokyo’s recent attempts
to raise its international profile. Japan
also sent non-combat troops to help
rebuild southern Iraq.
The opposition party has criticized both operations, saying Japan’s
international efforts should be channeled through the United Nations,
not the United States. Some within
the party also say the missions violate
the nation’s pacifist constitution, which
prohibits the use of force to solve international disputes.
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STORY CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Grant said the graffiti has not
been removed because the vandal used an acid-etching paint that
damages the surfaces on which it
is applied. Replacing the damaged
glass was appraised at $966.07,
according to city records.
The cost of repairing graffiti can
be higher still, depending on the
targeted surface. Last September,
the city spent $3,120 to refinish the
Mill Street underpass and $2,646.72
to sand blast the Pleasant Hill overpass, city records indicate.

BUILD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

A total of 22 volunteers, most of
them from the Georgia Tech and
Washington State chapters of the fraternity, raised a total of $75,000 to
fund the tour and purchase the building materials.
Bruce Francis, the superintendent
of grounds at Touch of Nature, said he

Grant said the city is required to
remove all graffiti, but some of it is
actually very well done.
“There are some really good
artists out there too,” he said. “I
just wish they could find legitimate
jobs.”
Jose Guajardo, a graduate student from Texas studying art, said
his hometown of San Antonio
found a way to keep its graffiti

problem under control while also
encouraging the art form.
“They got all these muralists,
artists and graffiti people, and they
all worked together to integrate
their art work into six different
murals throughout the city,” said
Guajardo, a self-proclaimed muralist.
The result, he said, was a decrease
in the spray paint vandalism in

the city and the production of six
murals that represented the cultures
of the city’s neighborhoods.
Guajardo said giving artists a
place to paint does seem to have a
positive effect, but he said he still
sees no end to unwanted graffiti.
“I think it’s just a way for youth
to reach out, in a manner of speaking,” he said. “As soon as a kid
learns what a spray can does, he

wants to go deface something.”
If there is an intended message
to the graffiti at Saluki Central,
Lipe said it is lost on her.
“It just looks like letters
or shapes,” she said. “It kind of
reminds me of the stuff I see on the
trains going through town.”

has worked with the Pi Kappa’s before.
During the 2005 and 2006 spring
breaks, the fraternity re-roofed a dozen
cabins in the park.
Francis said the fraternity is about
more than just beautifying the park.
“Camp Little Giant is one of the
few places where disabled kids can go
out and experience nature like you or
me,” Francis said.
Camp Little Giants was founded in

1951 by former SIU President Delyte
W. Morris. At the time, the camp was
the first therapeutic recreation camp
for children with disabilities in the
country.
Brian Schenck, a senior from
Georgia Tech and a Build America
volunteer, is one of the few volunteers
who returned for a second year.
“I hope they get a lot of use out of
this,” Schenck said.

Aside from donating its time to
building the new dock, the fraternity
brothers also mentored and played
with the children staying at the camp,
which caters to children with disabilities.
Mike Roche, a senior from Georgia
Tech and another returning volunteer,
said he appreciated the chance to do
something for the children.
“Our favorite thing to do with the

kids was sing camp songs,” Roche said.
“I’ve probably learned 30 camp songs
in the past two years,”
The catch-and-release pond is not
open to the public, and anyone wishing to fish there must be a registered
guest or in enrolled in Camp Little
Giants.

Joe Crawford can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 273 or jcrawford@siude.com.

David Lopez can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 263 or dave.lopez@siude.com.
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Theorist displays a disturbing truth
AARON WOLFE

wolfe86@siu.edu

A few months ago I stumbled
upon a man who, at first, I considered to be a lunatic.
His name is David Icke, a
former British soccer player and
sportscaster. He is now a guru
of sorts that gives lectures, some
of which can last up to seven
hours. He covers subjects such
as an alleged global elite called
the Illuminati, their existence as
an interbreeding line of reptilian
humanoids and how they plan to
create a global police state and a
“one world” government.
If you’re wondering why I
refer to myself as thinking this
individual was crazy in the past
tense, I will explain in good
time and preface that I was not
sure I had an answer for that
myself. However, I do know that
there is something to be admired
about David Icke: his genuine

devotion to these beliefs, the
passion in which he speaks about
them and the bravery to introduce these radical ideas in the
face of enormous opposition and
ridicule.
And I did not attribute any
of these qualities to this “free
thinker” until I saw a BBC special
on his life and experiences. The
man I discovered was not a living
Looney Tune but a kind, middleaged family man searching for,
and at times finding, something
we’re all looking for: the truth.
With that said, and as an
important disclaimer, I do not
believe President Bush or Queen
Elizabeth II to be lizards trying
to take over the world. And after
watching the previously mentioned BBC program, I realize
that is not what Mr. Icke would
have us think. In fact, during
an infamous TV interview with
Terry Wogan in 1991, he said, “I
am asking no one in this theater,
no one watching this program,
no one on this planet to believe a
word of it.”

He meant he would have us
judge as much or as little of what
he says as true because it is our
basic human right to do so. And
the inconvenient truth is that
David Icke has adopted a more
ethical and honest approach to
presenting information than our
own president has.
After all, during the period
of his presidency, has George
W. Bush said he is not asking
anyone to believe him? This is,
admittedly, a belabored and over
elaborate comparison; the motive
being that I hold a rather morbid
belief that all writers should at
some point in their lives stick
their neck out for a great analogy.
And it is a pungent one. David
Icke’s books have been translated
into eight different languages;
he has more than 600,000 “hits”
a day on his Web site; and he
has left crowds astonished at the
evidence presented during his
lectures – several of which have
been hosted at major universities
in the United Kingdom.

When was the last time
Americans listened to President
Bush speak and thought, “there’s
a guy who knows what he’s talking about”?
The simple fact that the latter
is just as laughable as the former
is incredibly disturbing.
And hasn’t this been the elephant in the room that we have
either been too apathetic or too
scared to speak about? The idea
that we are under constant threat
(of which the levels are color
coded!) by legions of cave-dwelling terrorists, or that an “axis of
evil” is crazy enough to initiate
a nuclear holocaust or a dictator
we recently toppled and executed
because he had so many weapons
of mass destruction he used a few
of them as lawn ornaments, is
equally ridiculous.
And we are supposed to follow this president et al. without
question?
All of the sudden, David Icke
doesn’t sound so crazy, lizards
and all.
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NOTICE

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Health should be the reason for smoking ban

The DAILY EGYPTIAN is a “designated
public forum.” Student editors have
authority to make all content decisions
without censorship or advance approval.

COPYRIGHT INFO

DEAR EDITOR,

Although I am pleased to see that a Carbondale bar has taken the initiative
to go non-smoking before it’s required, I am disappointed to see that it was
clearly only for the sake of saving money and not because they truly see the
harm in a smoke-filled bar and want to make a difference.
The smoking ban has not been implemented because the smoky haze
“bothers people.” It has been implemented because the smoky haze KILLS
people. Dan Jones even likened the smoky haze to a nagging girlfriend you
learn to ignore after a while. I don’t think I have to ask the 3,000 people who
die annually of lung cancer caused by second hand smoke if they’ve learned
to ignore it.
And whenever I get into this debate with a smoker, I hear the inevitable “If
you don’t like the smoke, then why do you go to the bar?” So let me just apologize for mistaking these smoking establishments for alcohol establishments.
The only argument I have found to have merit is that an individual opening a bar should have the right to choose if they want their bar to allow smoking or not. However, letting the government regulate where we smoke allows
for it to stay legal. Just ask the marijuana users that would love to be able to
smoke (legally) in their cars, homes, tobacco shops, and hotel rooms if they
would be willing to make that trade.
Smokers: Please do us all a favor and stop trying to defend your lethal
addiction with second-rate arguments.
Nichole Fisher

junior studying political science
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line is I get to put on a uniform at seven o’clock and ”
“The bottom
play baseball. I would live in a dumpster if I had to.
Chris Hall
Southern Illinois Miners’ third baseman
on living with a host family
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The Duplex

Sudoku
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Today’s Birthday. Focus more attention on future security this year. Set up
your portfolio to prosper and advance
naturally. Yes, you can.
To get the advantage, check the day’s
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is
a 6 — A lot of your work now is behind
the scenes. Try not to attract attention.
Solve a difficult puzzle so you won’t
have to deal with it later.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is a 7 — Catch up on the latest gossip
while hanging out with your friends.
You’ve been out of the loop for a while,
and there have been developments.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 7 — Don’t let anybody else do your
thinking for you. They don’t really care
about your interests as much as you do.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is
a 7 — Set aside some time for yourself
in the company of friends. You’ve had a
mental workout over the past few days.
Take a break and relax. Get a change
of scene.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is an
8 — Stocks and bonds, legacies, debts
and other people’s money can help you
achieve control. How you do that is up
to you. More study is recommended.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is
a 6 — A critic can help you achieve your

goals, so don’t get your feelings hurt.
Make a few basic modifications, and
you’ll improve your efficiency.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today is
a 7 — You’re in the mood to tackle a
big job, and get it done. Increase the
provisions you’ve got stashed away for
the future.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today is
an 8 — Use somebody else’s imagination to solve your problem. This is not
cheating, if you acknowledge them, and
pay them well.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is a 6 — It always helps if you
really know what you’re talking about.
This means extra effort. Yes, you do have
to do the homework.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
is a 7 — You’re better able to understand technical subjects now. Is there
a new computer program you’d like to
master? You’re also good at fixing things
during this phase.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
is an 8 — Amazingly, after making a few
requested modifications, the money
starts pouring in. Hold onto as much of
it as you can. Don’t assume this abundance will last.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 7 — With practice, you can communicate on many different levels. You can
understand what the animals say, for
example. Let the cat whisper to you. No,
really, this is fun.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution
Monday’s puzzle
Solution to
to Thursday’s
puzzle

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

VEYON
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

GLONI
PENXED
www.jumble.com

Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!

7/31/07

© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

ZOLENZ
Print answer here:
Thursday’s
Yesterday’s

THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 MP’s quarry,
perhaps
5 Brainchild
9 __ Ferry, N.Y.
14 Adidas rival
15 Ring
16 Lowest deck
17 In the act
19 Long-legged
wader
20 Olds model
21 Head Stone?
23 24-hr. info stn.
24 Age proofs,
briefly
25 Ruddy
29 Spring fwd.
system
30 Explosive initials
31 White ant
32 Gourmand
34 Super server
35 Cowardly
40 Fills the space
41 How some tuna
is packed
42 Antennas
46 “Canterbury
Tales” locale
47 Blond shade
50 Aristocratic
52 Pi follower
53 Mag. staffers

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18

54 1998 Sarah
McLachlan hit
55 Baylor of
basketball
57 Trim some more
59 Jealous
62 Drain cover

63 Girlfriend of
Dudley
Do-Right
64 Ms. Fitzgerald
65 Feudal serfs
66 Ice cream brand
67 Sneakers brand

DOWN
1 Spooked
2 Handles effectively
3 Most senior
4 Bolger and
Haley’s co-star

22
26
27
28
32
33
35
36

Abdul Aziz __
Saud
Pop
Foe
Junkie
Stevedore
Hockey’s Bobby
Hazardous road
condition
Hatted, say, at
Easter
Cash dispenser
Of a major
artery
Fidel’s friend
Not deceived by
Mulligan’s dish
In-box contents
Borden bovine
Hitter’s stat
Uncle-sayers
Of Rome’s
predecessors

37
38
39
40
43
44
45
47
48
49
51
56
58
60
61

Geraint’s wife
__ Star State
Lime tree
Bejeweled egg
maker
Grows less and
less
Lawyer’s deg.
Elegantly
designed
Sock of
diamonds
Policeman’s
badge
Accords, for
instance
Moved a dinghy
Onion cousin
Shoshone
English
cathedral city
High RRs

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“

”

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
Thursday)
PEACE HURRY
MIRTH BAMBOO
TIMELY
ANKLET
JOYOUS
Jumbles: RAPID
The owner
of a candy
factory
do this —
the neighbors
shared
in can
the laundry
Answer: What
MAKE—A“DRY”
“MINT”HUMOR
room
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Telephone training was initially
started as part of the Southern at
150 and Agility and Efficiency Task
Force. SIUC Chancellor Fernando
Treviño and SIU President Glenn
Poshard have both stressed the
importance of treating students as
customers of the University.
“It was started as a way to make
sure we were doing everything possible to provide the best customer
service,” Treviño said.
In a letter from telecommunications service, telephone etiquette
is called a vital part of customer
service.
The letter suggests that the guide
is a great resource for training new
employees and student workers and
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The price of the project will be
revealed with the purpose, Sheffer said.
He’s not sure if driving will
cause the prints to be repainted
or not.
“This is a new campaign and
it will be something we’ll have to
monitor when they’ll be refreshed,”
Sheffer said. “They’re centrally located so that most tire tracks will not be
driving over them.”
While the prints showed up
without causing much commotion,
IDOT and the city of Carbondale
were involved in the project. The
prints don’t violate the city’s graffiti
ordinance because the “owners” of
the roads painted them.
University spokesman Rod
Sievers said SIUC was not instrumental in painting the prints.
Sheffer said he won’t say where
the prints are supposed to lead, but

PHONE

News
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all the prints lead to campus and
switch direction at the entrance to
McAndrew Stadium.

Sarah Lohman can be reached at 5363311 ext. 254 or slohman@siude.com.

that now is a good time to administer
the training.
The telephone etiquette handbook was created completely by
Osborne, and has been available
online since spring 2006.
Osborne said the manual covers
sensitivity to customer service and
how to deal with difficult callers and
screening calls, among other things.
The manual also includes tips
on clearing one’s mind before one
answers the phone and to prepare his
or her phone voice by smiling before
he or she speaks, take a deep breath
before answering the phone, assume
a speaking voice, and control speed,
tone and volume.
Sending a consistent message
to SIUC customers was a concern
Osborne had when creating the
handbook.

“When you’ve called one phone,
you’ve called them all,” Osborne
said.
Treviño said he thinks the telephone etiquette handbook is just an
additional tool to help in the area of
customer service.
Veranice Williams, a student
worker at Physical Plant Building
Services, said she didn’t have to read
the manual when she first started
working there almost a year ago.
Williams said she was instructed to
read the manual within the last week
or so, but said it didn’t really change
the way she did her job.
“It was basically common sense,
common courtesy,” Williams said.
Jakina Hill can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 249 or jhill@siude.com.
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Saluki Insider

The Chicago Cubs have been surging lately. How plausible is it for them to make the
playoffs and possibly make it to the World Series?

EUGENE CLARK
eclark
@siude.com

“It is very possible that they will make
the playoffs, while playing within such a
weak division. My pet goat tells me that
they will make it to the World Series and
blow it after going up three games to
none.”

ALEJANDRO
GONZALEZ
agonzalez
@siude.com

MINERS
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“If there was a conflict right now,
it wouldn’t be the type of thing that
would damage a relationship,” Hill
said. “It would be something to talk
out.”
Hall, 26, said even if a personal
problem arises, he wouldn’t let it
bother him. He said he lives with the
host family for the love of baseball.
“The bottom line is I get to put on
a uniform at seven o’ clock and play
baseball,” he said. “I would live in a
dumpster if I had to.”
While many host families cite the

BASEBALL
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Callahan said the overall nature
of the baseball program at SIU is
to get athletes to compete at the
collegiate level as soon as they enter
campus.
“We have a great record of
playing freshmen,” Callahan said.
“Every one we sign has the ability
to contribute immediately.”
While last season was nothing
to complain about from a victory
standpoint, Callahan said with the

BONDS
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Is it because he is black? Maybe.
Is it because the media has portrayed him as an outcast? That
certainly adds to it.
But we are about to witness
one of the greatest moments in the
game of baseball and some baseball
fans won’t even watch it because of
steroid allegations.

SALUKI TRACKER

KELLEN ALLEN

“While there may be a chance that the
Cubs will sway away from the perennial losing
tradition and actually win a pennant, my
prediction is that the Cubs will either trail off at
the end of the season or get swept in the first
round of the playoffs.”

BRIT FINNEGAN
brit.ﬁnnegan
@siude.com

“ They might be having a good season, but
I don’t think they’re going to overcome that 98year-old slump. They have a strong team but
images of Bartman come to mind.”

Green Bay Blizzards (an
Arena football team) wide
receiver Kellen Allen has
caught 58 passes for 760
yards and 14 touchdown.
The former Saluki also has
one kick return, which
he brought back for a
touchdown.

Do you have questions
for the Saluki Banter
that you want
answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

love of the game as a reason to take
in the players, Hall’s host mother
Victoria Sprehe has a different reason.
Sprehe said she and her husband decided to take home a Miner
because it would be a good experience
for their teenager.
“These kids sacrifice so much to
follow their dream to play big league
ball,” she said. “I think it’s a good
example to set for our kids.”
Sprehe, owner of Compact
International, a plastic manufacturing
company, said she hosted first baseman Tim Dorn, who was picked up
by the St. Louis Cardinals in July.

She said the family got attached to
Hall and it would have been difficult
to accept a new player.
Sprehe said it has been a great
experience hosting some of the players and she would host another player
next season.
“They drive crappy cars and get
paid nothing but they’re chasing their
dream, and some day it might pay
off,” Sprehe said. “If we can help
them get there, then I feel pretty good
about that.”

combination of good pitchers and
experience, the team has a good
chance at finishing better than last
season.
Junior catcher Mark Kelly said
with all the players returning and
the talent of the team, there is no
reason why they shouldn’t go to the
NCAA regional this season and
compete for a ring.
Kelly said the main objective for
this season is to avoid slumps during the regular season and in the
tournament.
“Just stay focused and definitely

concentrate on coming to the park
everyday and doing your job,” Kelly
said.
Kelly said when the team is competing against powerhouse teams
like Wichita State and Creighton,
the Salukis have to go into the
games with a positive spirit.
“Respect your opponent but at
the same time don’t be afraid of
them” Kelly said. “There is no one
who is more talented than us.”

Pete Rose gambled on baseball
and lied to the nation for years
but is still honored as a legend of
the game. Ty Cobb was a documented jerk but is enshrined in the
Hall of Fame. Meanwhile, Bonds is
shunned.
As unlikable a character he can
be sometimes, Bonds deserves to
be cheered in his chase of 755, not
jeered.
Barring some type of freak acci-

dent, Bonds will break Hank Aaron’s
all-time home run record – one of
sports most hallowed records.
Fans can either focus on the
negative, the likely prospect that
Bonds may have used steroids, or
sit back and enjoy the moment. It
should go down in history as one of
the game’s greatest moments.
I for one will enjoy and applaud
Bonds on his incredible accomplishment.

Alejandro Gonzalez can be reached at 5363311 ext. 256
or agonzalez@siude.com.

Eugene Clark can be reached at 5363311 ext. 269 or eclark@siude.com.
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SALUKI INSIDER, page 11: What are the Cubs’
chances of making the World Series?
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Miners’ third baseman Chris Hall is from New Jersey but stays with a host family in southern Illinois. Most players on the team stay
with local families because they can’t afford to live on their own with the amount they are paid to play ball.

Low salaries force most Southern Illinois Miners players to live with host families
Alejandro Gonzalez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Rick Hill has been immersed
in a new culture since two baseball
players moved in with him.
Hill said he is a host parent
of Southern Illinois Miner shortstop Bryant Perdomo, who is from
Venezuela, and former Miner
pitcher Danny Almonte, who is
from the Dominican Republic.

Being in the Frontier League,
most players don’t live on their
own – they live with host families.
“I’ll walk in the house and
they got music on the computer
full-blast, and they’re both talking
Spanish,” Hill said. “I feel like I’m
in Mexico or somewhere.”
The league gives undrafted athletes a chance to still compete to
make it into the Major Leagues
one day. However, Miners Account

Executive Sean Patrick said the
average salary for players in the
Frontier League is $600 a month.
Due to a salary that is well
below the poverty level, Miners
players are given the opportunity
to live with host a family. Almost
every player on the Miners has a
host family, Patrick said.
Although the players and host
families are exposed to new cultures and lifestyles, most of them

get along with each other.
Third baseman Chris Hall said
he has lived with his host family
for three months. He has lived
with two other host families in
the past.
Hall said although there’s
always a chance personalities will
clash, he has never had a problem
with any of his host parents.
See MINERS, Page 11

As Barry Bonds prepares to break
the all-time home run record set
by Hank Aaron, fans can’t help but
see Bonds and the prospect of him
breaking the mythical record in a
negative light.
This is a shame because Bonds is,
without a doubt, the greatest baseball
player of our generation.
Unfortunately, though, Bonds
is cast as a media-dodging, steroidusing jerk that has no respect for the
game or the home run record, which
is so sacredly honored by conservative
baseball fans.
But the Giants slugger, who is
not exactly a fan-favorite outside of
his AT&T Park safe haven, deserves
more respect then he gets.
He is one of the greatest athletes
that we will ever see and that should
be recognized.
Many fans link Bonds to steroids
and say he has tainted the game.
Well, in his defense, there is no proof
that he has used.
Is it likely Bonds has used steroids? Yes. But why should we jump
on him for something that has not
been proven?
When Mark McGwire was in the
process of breaking the single season
home run record in 1998, no one
raised an eyebrow. McGwire certainly
had visual characteristics of a juicer
– as does Bonds.
The difference with McGwire,
though, was that fans applauded him
for his pursuit of history. Bonds was
given the cold shoulder for the same
pursuit a few years later. He was
labeled a cheater and his record wasn’t
deemed as legit.
See BONDS, Page 11
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Mark Kelly slides into third base during the game on March 21, 2007, against Murray State. Kelly will be
joined by eight new players this upcoming season.

The SIU baseball team is confident
about its ability to compete better next
season in both regular season and tournament play.
After finishing last season with a
record of 34-22 (13-11 in Missouri
Valley Conference play), the Salukis were
eliminated from the MVC tournament
after losing to both Creighton University
and Wichita State University.
Head coach Dan Callahan said after
graduating seven seniors, the team can
look forward to greeting around eight
new players to the team, four of which
will be freshmen.
Callahan said Cody Adams has the
potential to really blossom in 2008,
coming off a team-high 11 victories in
2007.
“If he becomes a little more consis-

tent in his ability to locate, he’s gonna be
that much better,” Callahan said. “He
has a chance to be pretty special next
year I think.”
Junior pitcher Cody Adams said
overall the team should come out stronger this year as compared to last season
in the bullpen and in the lineup.
Adams said he would like to avoid
falling into a slump at the end of the
season like he did last season when he
finished 11-5, but was 4-5 for the last
half of the season.
Adams said staying focused and
keeping his concentration strong will
help his pitching.
“Coach Dixon has a bunch of mental situations that he puts us through
and they help a lot. I think if I take those
more seriously this year it can make a lot
of difference,” Adams said.
See BASEBALL, Page 11

